The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl by Stacy McAnulty Grades 4+
Lucy was struck by lightning 4 years ago and changed forever. The zap made her a math whiz now qualified for college at age 12. But one last test stands in her way: a year of middle school. Will she survive? Fiction.

Monster Mayhem by Christopher Eliopoulos Grades 3+
Zoe loves two things: inventing robots and Japanese monster movies, but she doesn’t have many friends. So, when a mysterious ring brings one of her favorite monsters to life, she’s thrilled to have a new pal - until more monsters arrive and begin destroying her town… Graphic Novel.

Nightbooks by J.A. White Grades 3+
When a witch imprisons a young writer named Alex in an enchanted apartment, he must tell scary stories each night to stay alive. But when Alex begins to run out of stories, he must team up with the apartment’s other occupants to have any chance of escape. Fantasy.

The Peculiar Incident on Shady Street by Lindsay Currie Grades 4+
Tessa tries to make the best of things when her family moves from sunny Fort Myers to gray Chicago. But how can she when unexplainable incidents start happening in her new house? Fantasy.

A Pup Called Trouble by Bobbie Pyron Grades 3+
Trouble, a coyote pup, lets his curiosity lead him away from his family and into Central Park. Even if Trouble likes his new home, is New York the safest place for a coyote? Fiction.

The Rhino in Right Field by Stacy DeKeyser Grades 4+
Nick Spirakis will have to overcome some incredible obstacles in order to enter, and win, the batboy contest hosted by the local team. Family, friends, baseball and a 2,580 pound rhino provide for a laugh out loud adventure! Historical Fiction.

Saving Winslow by Sharon Creech Grades 3+
Louie, an unlucky, 10 year old boy is determined to save a newborn donkey by nursing him back to health. He encounters many obstacles along the way, but his determination and perseverance makes a big impact on many lives. Fiction.

The Season of Styx Malone by Kekla Magoon Grades 4+
Brothers Caleb and Bobby Gene had many adventures in the woods behind their house. This all changes when they meet Styx Malone, a mysterious and smart teenager. He convinces them to trust him and take risks to trade a bag of fireworks up until they get a moped. Fiction.

Solar System: Our Place in Space by Rosemary Mosco, illustrated by Jon Chad, color by Luke Healy Grades 3+
Definitely not the MOST BORING BOOK EVER about the solar system. This non-fiction, graphic novel pulls you in with a one two punch of comics style pictures and an action adventure story. Before you know it, you’re caught up in an exploration of space that’s filling you in on each planet in our solar system. Spacecraft and travel are involved. Graphic Novel.

The Train of Lost Things by Ammi-Joan Paquette Grades 4+
Come whoosh on a journey through the night on the train of lost things as we marvel at the awesome finds while taking a tender look at friendship, longing, memory, living, and what comes after. Fantasy.
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